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This is a study of the Dani shepherd family of Bogárzó, based on new research concerning herdsmen’s culture and art in the Southern Hungarian Plain. Memories of the family members reach
back to the mid-19th century. The ancestors arriving in Csanád County as Romanian migrant
shepherds settled in the town of Makó and its economic environment in the mid-19th century,
working as shepherds in the pastures of Csanád, as their descendants still do. The study presents
family members through five generations from the perspective of ethnography and traditional culture. Data in registers of births and deaths, family photographs, and interviews have been used
to reconstruct their lives, social mobility, change and permanence in their economic activity, with
special attention to traditional herdsmen’s culture, mainly music and costume. The study presents
examples of knowledge transmission in shepherding, as well as of the coexistence of modern and
traditional knowledge in our times. The research has been funded by a scholarship of the Hungarian
Academy of Arts. (Fig. 13.)
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This study is concerned with five generations of the Dani shepherd family. Through the biographies of these
generations, the research presents their daily life, economic strategies and forms, processes of migration and
social mobility, relationship to traditional herdsmen’s tools and pieces of costume, from the 1850s to our days.
The family originates from Transylvanian migrant shepherds of Greek Catholic faith.
Previous ethnographic research of intergenerational knowledge
Ethnographic publications are frequently concerned with diverse trades transmitted through several generations.
Inheriting the trade and the concomitant knowledge is also generally observed in connection with herdsmen.
Occupational endogamy is also common, meaning herdsmen choosing wives from other herding families. As
Mihály Fazekas writes in his book on shepherding in Kunmadaras, “Shepherd boys from a herding family were
clearly better respected and trusted than the first comer without a shepherd pedigree. […] Herding, including
shepherding, required not just an assemblage of knowledge, but also an innate sense and an intergenerational
tradition, which could best be acquired by growing up in a herding family. That is why »herder offspring« had
greater respect and a privileged position” (Fazekas, 1979: 30).
Similarly, Zoltán Juhász observes, “Without land property, but with an exceptional knowledge of
animal husbandry, herdsmen formed a distinct group in traditional village societies. Sons and daughters of
herding families normally chose partners from their own circles, and transmitted the special knowledge within
the family, so that they and their descendants would always be distinguished, and rendered indispensable, by
that knowledge. Such »true-born herdsmen« were also characterized by their art forms and system of beliefs,
which were closely connected to the knowledge of the trade, and regarded as symbols of the herding lifestyle”
( Juhász, 2016: 101).
László Kunkovács, in his book on the herdsmen of Hajdúnánás, writes in a similar vein. “All that work
was best done by those who grew up with it, as shepherds’ daughters. They were much in demand among
shepherd lads, who knew that girls not used to that work, or even loathing it, were not their match. Such
marriages usually proved unsuccessful. Herdsmen normally choose from their own caste, but from a vast
geographic area, in which they all know one another. […] Their life entails an incredibly old tradition; hardly
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ever could a stranger learn to live that way” (Kunkovács,, 2018: 100–101).
Zoltán Juhász, as well as the author of this study, have written about István Pál, shepherd of Nógrád
County and the last traditional player of the bagpipe in Hungary, and his descent from a shepherd family of
several generations. His father, grandfather, and their wives all came from herding families ( Juhász, 1998: 7–9;
Nagy, 2005: 21–22).
József Pozsonyi wrote a monograph on the family history of herdsmen’s dynasties in Balmazújváros,
investigating several generations of the Blága, Bordás, Kordás, Kosina, Kovács, Nádasdi, Németi, and R. Tóth
families (Pozsonyi, 2015: 39–136).
There are also several ethnographic studies on the intergenerational history of craftsmen who served the needs
of herdsmen. Pozsonyi researched several generations of the Mihalkó hatter family of Balmazújváros, also
treating different types of herdsmen’s hats and their making (Pozsonyi, 2010).
László Laki-Lukács wrote and edited a book on the Hodossy blacksmith and coppersmith family of
Edelény, including writings of Ferenc Bogdál, Tibor Priska, Imre Slezsák, Lőrinc Szendrei, and of his own, on
the family’s activity in producing bells and shepherds’ hooks (Laki-Lukács, 2001).
Gábor Nagy published a study on the Jordán tailor family of Szentes. The last member of the dynasty, Zsigmond
Jordán (1925–1996) almost exclusively made vests, trousers, and jackets for shepherds; they called this set of
garments “Szentes shepherd suit” (Nagy, 2017: 279–289; 390–392).
Methods of the research
I became acquainted with the Dani family in 2008, and I have been conducting ethnographic fieldwork with
their help since 2015. I have recorded interviews concerning family history, changes in economic practices, extant
herding tools, family photographs, and data in registers of births, marriages, and deaths.29 On these occasions,
I also used the method of participant observation. In visual documentation, I followed the methodology of
ethnographic photography (Kunkovács, 2017: 152–171; Sztompka, 2009). (The ethnographic photography
term is applied for use the photography in ethnographic research by the method of László Kunkovács).
Shepherd families of Csanád County
Many shepherd families struck root in the Csanád region during the late 18th and early 19th centuries, as
descendants of Transylvanian migrant shepherds. Followers of the Greek Catholic faith, they settled in the
environs of Makó, Csanádpalota, and Nagylak (now Nădlac, Romania). Their surnames include Matsán
(Macsán, Makán, Mokám) (Moldován, 1913: 11, 41),30 Árgyelán (Erdély, Erdei), Sztán, Álmosdi, and Cselédes.
Concerning the Blága shepherd family, József Pozsonyi writes, “Judging by the origin of the surname, the
ancestor of the Blága family must have come from the Bihar (Bihor) Mountains in Transylvania, or possibly
from a more distant region of Romania” (Pozsonyi, 2015: 39). A Greek Catholic family, they have been residing
in Berettyóújfalu, Sárrétudvari, Zsáka, and Balmazújváros, probably since the second half of the 19th century.
As László Mód writes in his study about herdsmen of Romanian origin in Szentes in the 19th century, “Most
of them tended the animals of the local Hungarian families in the mid-19th century, although some had their
own flocks of sheep. Herdsmen seem to have constituted a closed community, as is sufficiently testified by the
data of their marriage connections in church registers” (Mód, 2010: 124–125). Thus, occupational endogamy,
as well as occupational and family loyalty characterized the social network of the herdsmen in Szentes as well.
Generations of the Dani shepherd family
Mihály Dani (c. 1810–1878)
The first known member of the Dani family, Mihály, was born, according to family memories, in Nagyszeben
(now Sibiu, Romania), and migrated to the environs of Makó in the mid-19th century. His wife Anna Matsán
(1808–1896) was also born in a shepherd family, which came to the same region from North-eastern Hungary
(now part of the Ukraine). The family tended their flock on the pastures of Csanád County and the Banat.
“Mihály Dani was a shepherd. Tradition has it that he wandered with his flock, as a migrant shepherd, as
far as the Danube Delta. [When at home,] he grazed as far as the Margrave Pallavicini estate, which is now
Ópusztaszer and its environs. His son Sándor Dani, my great-grandfather, served the Margrave Pallavicini
in half-and-half system.”31 The family preserved a portrait of Mihály Dani, painted in 1848. “The inscription
only says it was painted in 1848 in Arad. I found it at an old relative’s house in Old Nagylak. He was called
András Makó, 96 years old at that time, as I and Pista Szikszai visited him. This painting hung above his bed. I
asked him whom it depicted. He said, »It may be your great-great-grandfather.« Then he told me a few words
about him, like he had bidden the family no one should ever go down to the Danube Delta, for he had caught
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so many diseases as he grazed the flock, he had hardly any sheep left. Such were the stories he told me about
him. He was somehow related to his family, that’s how the painting was left to him”32 (Fig. 1). Mihály Dani
still kept and milked the csákovai racka breed; the family switched over to breeding and dairying cigája sheep
in the second half of the 19th century.
Sándor Dani (1858–1928)
Son of Mihály Dani and Anna Matsán, Sándor Dani followed the trade of shepherding (Fig. 2). In 1888, he
married Anna Sztán (1870–1950) (Fig. 3), daughter of Mihály Sztán (1843–1915), and descendant of another
well-established shepherd family, which came to the environs of Makó from the Northeast of the Kingdom of
Hungary. Illés Sztán, son of Mihály, was Greek Catholic prebend of Nagyvárad (now Oradea, Romania). Sándor
Dani and Anna Sztán had ten children, and the registers of birth demonstrate the mobility of the family. In 1890,
they worked as milking shepherds in the Lele estate of the Csanád Bishopric, in 1895 in Tornya (now Turnu,
Romania), in 1905–1910 in Nagyszentmiklós (now Sânnicolau Mare, Romania) in the estate of Sándor Nákó,
after 1910 in the Pallavicini estate. In 1917, they bought a house in Makó, Hosszú utca 29, taking out loan from
the Lugos (now Lugoj, Romania) branch of the “Albina” Bank of Nagyszeben (now Sibiu, Romania). In 1918,
they purchased 26 hold of land, mostly pasture, in Nagyszentpéter (now Sânpetru Mare, Romania). They covered
the repayments with the income of the property from sheep breeding and growing grain crops. After the peace
treaty following World War I, they kept running their farmstead across the new border from their home in
Makó, with the help of local farmers, until the death of Sándor Dani in 1928, when they closed out the estate.
“My mother-in-law (Sándor Dani’s daughter) told me they brought over the animals after killing them, through
the bridge that still stood at Apátfalva. They bribed the guards with a huge amount of money, and they took over
the pigs and chickens at night on a horse cart. Sándor Dani could not come, he stayed with the sheep. Grandma
(Anna Sztán) and the children took everything home, to save as much as they could. To take home some food at
least, for the family was big. My mother-in-law told me they were very afraid as they took over the killed pigs.”33
Sándor Dani had a traditional szűr felt coat, as evidenced by a photograph taken of him grazing his flock in the
early 1920s. In 1970, the family had a migrant painter copy the photo in 30 x 35 cm size. As the photo was later
lost, it is now only the painting that shows Sándor Dani in his simple white szűr, adorned probably with felt
application (Nagy 2019: 173–174) (Fig. 4).
János Dani (1900–1942)
Among the children of Sándor Dani and Anna Sztán, János and Mihály (1909–1980) became shepherds;
in addition, they learned the butcher’s trade in Makó. János married Erzsébet Papp in 1923. They had three
children; their son János (1927–2013) continued the trade of shepherding. In World War II, the father served
in the Serbian battlefield from 1939, and was wounded. After returning to Makó on his own risk, he deceased
at the local hospital in 1942 (Fig. 5).
János Dani (1927–2012) (Fig. 6)
At that time, his son János was fifteen years old. After his father’s death, he and his mother carried on the
work. Young János had started his apprenticeship as a shepherd at the age of four, as he drove the sheep to
milking, helping his father. In wintertime, neighbouring farmers would make an agreement with the Dani
family so that they would graze on their stubble-field for a certain period to manure the land. In the late 1950s,
the family had no other choice but keep their sheep within the town of Makó, grazing and tending them for
three years in their curtilage and various communal grounds. From the early 1960s, they grazed on municipal
pastures. Throughout the communist regime, when grazing committees and co-operative farming were forced
on herdsmen and farmers, they remained independent shepherds, undertaking only short-term commissions
for co-operatives so they could keep their own stock. When they had no more opportunity to rent pastures, as
they were all owned by the co-operatives, they agreed with dam-keepers that they could graze their flock in the
flats of River Maros and the canals. With a mobile hut on wheels, a horse, and two donkeys, they incessantly
stayed with their flock. When they stayed at one place for a longer period, they built a reed hut, which served
as night shelter as well as dairying workshop. In the northern part of the hut interior, they dug a hole of two
spits, where they chilled the milk in tin cans, or else they lowered it into a well, if available. This was a period
of constant migration for the family; young János (1957) went to eleven different schools in a row. The father
(1927–2012) liked and collected shepherds’ garments; he had a szűr, herdsmen’s hats, a Szentes shepherd suit
with several vests, and a set of sheep bells, which he all regularly used. He had shepherds’ vests tailored for
his sons when they were still young children, to strengthen their identity as soon-to-be shepherds. He played
several instruments, namely the fiddle, the duct flute, and the tárogató, and he was fond of singing. Family
celebrations, and herdsmen’s gatherings on occasions like handing down wool or selling lambs, often included
music making.
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János Dani (1957) (Fig. 7–8) and István Dani (1958)
The brothers were employed at the “József Attila” co-operative for barely a year, in 1970. They both qualified
as sheep breeders after a three-year course in the town of Gyomaendrőd. For a short time in the 1980s, János
was engaged at the “Kossuth” co-operative. As they were a family of independent shepherds, many workmates
envied their own animal stock. In 1985, the Danis bought a farmstead in Bogárzó, where they still live and
work. As considerable state property was sold off after the end of the communist regime, they bought their
own pastures and plough-land; today, they farm 102 hectares. They changed their past migratory lifestyle to
grazing their flock on their own pastures, and recently to rotational grazing with electric fences. János (1957)
has been a regular participant at the Animal Husbandry and Agriculture Exhibition in Hódmezővásárhely
since 1992. The family has been living entirely on shepherding: selling lambs, meat, wool, and dairy products.
They have been taking their cottage cheese to the markets of Makó, Hódmezővásárhely, or Tótkomlós, or
selling it to second-hand dealers (Fig. 9).
János Dani is a stockbreeder of cigája sheep; his relatives István Szikszai of Csanádpalota and József Papp of
Mezőhegyes have also been active in preserving this traditional breed (Fig. 10). The dairy products of the Dani
family were awarded the trademark of the Körös–Maros National Park in 2012. Now they are also selling their
special cheese in food festivals, herdsmen’s gatherings, and online.34 Since 2017, they have been using milking
machines, which made the process of milking considerably shorter (Fig. 11).
János Dani has enhanced his inherited collection of shepherding tools (bells, shepherds’ hooks, garments) with
new acquisitions; he uses them to represent his trade at festivals and fairs, wearing a full shepherd’s attire. One
of his children, János, also keeps sheep, though not as a professional shepherd, just to complement his income
as an agricultural worker. István Dani (1958) is also a stockbreeder of the cigája and Suffolk breeds, farming
together with his family (Fig. 12).
Conclusion
In this study I have reviewed five generations of the Dani shepherd family, including their family history,
economic practices, migratory routes, and processes of knowledge transmission, from the 19th to the 21st
century. The family originates from Transylvanian migrant shepherds of Greek Catholic faith. For a long time,
they retained their mobile lifestyle; from the 1990s onwards, they have been grazing their flock on their own
pastures; today, they practice rotational grazing. All members of these generations have worked as milking
shepherds, processing their own milk and selling their dairy products. Some of them have been of interest for
the research of folk culture as regular users of traditional costume, makers and users of decorated shepherds’
tools, or players and singers of traditional herdsmen’s music.
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Fig. 1.: A painting of shepherd Mihály Dani (c. 1810–1878)
(photo by Gábor Nagy, 2018. József Attila Museum, Makó; Photograph Collection 7044).

Fig. 2.: A passport photograph of shepherd Sándor Dani (1858–1928) taken in 1920
(Collection of Amália Kerekes Gyuláné Oláh).
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Fig. 3.: An ID photograph of Mrs Sándor Dani, née Anna Sztán (1870–1950)
( József Attila Museum, Makó; Homonnai Collection 8438).

Fig. 4.: A painting of shepherd Sándor Dani (1858–1928)
(Collection of Amália Kerekes Gyuláné Oláh).
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Fig. 5.: János Dani (1900–1942) with his wife Erzsébet Papp
(Collection of János Dani).

Fig. 6.: Shepherd János Dani (1927–2013) as a young man
(Collection of János Dani).
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Fig. 7.: János Dani (1957) in a festive attire
(Photo by Gábor Nagy 2020).

Fig. 8.: Portrait of János Dani (1957)
(Photo by Gábor Nagy, 2020).
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Fig. 9.: Cottage cheese drying
(Photo by Gábor Nagy, 2020).

Fig. 10.: János Dani (1957) with his cigája breeding ram Vilmos
(Photo by Gábor Nagy, 2020).
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Fig. 11.: János Dani (1957) milking by machine
(Photo by Gábor Nagy, 2016. József Attila Museum,
Makó; Photograph Collection 7459).

Fig. 12.: István Dani (1958) with his wife, and János Dani’s daughter
(Photo by Gábor Nagy, 2016).
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Fig. 13.: The author holds the scholarship of the Hungarian Academy of Arts.
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